



























































































Science team members during recovery 
operation to retrieve their payload at 
White Sands Missile Range
Student and faculty members inspect 
their instrument prior to integration with 




– Attitude Control Systems
• Magnetic, Inertial, Rate Control, Celestial, Solar
– Telemetry Systems
• 10 Mb/s standard, 20 Mb/s available 
• Command uplink & Video downlink
– Payload Recovery Systems
– Boost Guidance Systems





– Ground and Flight Safety
• Launch Vehicles
• Operations Support
– Mobile range development







• Contract Program Management
• Project Management
– ~50 ongoing flight projects
• Hardware Procurement
• Engineering Design
– Payloads and missions
– Flight performance analysis
– Flight subsystem tech development
• Fabrication Support
– Sounding rocket activities
– Wallops activities (customer funded)
• Environmental Testing
– Vibration, balance, vacuum, deploy, etc.
– Sounding Rocket activities
– Wallops activities (customer funded) 
• CONUS logistics support
• Field operations support
Launch Vehicles
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Black Brant mk1 X
Mod 1                   
Black Brant mk1 XII
Black Brant mk1 XI
Black Brant mk1 IX
Mod 2    
Black Brant mk1 IX
Mod 0  
Black Brant mk1 V

































































Typical Altitudes and Weights for 
Astronomy, Planetary, Solar, and 
Microgravity Payloads
Typical Altitudes and 




Typically Chemical release and 




















































































































The Sounding Rocket Program “goes to where the 
science is…”
Kwajalein
Australia
Sweden
Norway
Svalbard (Norway)Alaska 
(Poker)
White Sands
Wallops
Peru
Types of Missions
• Geospace (Plasma Physics)
• Solar Telescopes
• Astronomy Telescopes
• High Speed Aerodynamics and Propulsion
• Entry and Descent
• Technology Development
• Educational
• Approx. 50 payloads/missions active at 
any given time
• Approx. 18 flights/year
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Solar wind compresses the Earth’s magnetic field.  Solar storms can compress 
the magnetic field even further.  The increased pressure increases the amount 
of plasma that passes through the magnetosphere
The interaction of the solar plasma with the Earth’s magnetic field 
creates the Aurora Borealis 
Trimethylaluminum (blue & 
white) and Lithium (red) 
releases over the Kwajalien
Atoll (May 2013)  
Astrophysics 
Research

• Hubble can’t look at the Sun
• Sounding rocket missions are 
used to determine calibration 
factors for orbiting satellites 
like the Solar Dynamics 
Observatory (SDO)
Solar 
Research
Technology 
Development

